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_ Thanksgiving Offering , 
By John O'Hara Tops Fiction | 

2 By DAVE BOLLINGER ~ 
; The Kennedy assassination gets a solid working over in 
| three new books scheduled this week, one of which is mildly . 
| Critical of the Warren Report, based: on photographic evidence 

t 

| of the crime. 
A fourth, not to appear until Nov. 30, is tauch more 

» critical, asthe author at<>= 
, tempts to pin responsibility 
i fer the Slaying on- Cuban 

‘) exiles, 7 
And Sen, Robert F.Kenne-| 

dy continues to campaign in| 
print with a political paper 

_ titled ‘‘To Seek a Newer 
i- World.” 

| .Best bet on the fiction list. 
‘appears to be John O’Hara’s : 
annual Thanksgiving offering | 
' to be published next. Satur: ° 
| day. 

| NON-FICTION 
Six Seconds in Dallas: A - 

Micro-Study of the Kennedy 
| Assassination, Josiah Thomp- — 
. son, Bernard Geis. $8.95. A 
new view of the tragedy in 

i Dallas which employs largely. 
‘ photo evidence. About 35 per 
cent of the hook- consists of . 
drawings, photographs, 
diagrams. and charts. The 

Oswald . Ruby 
' Subjects of new books. © m
e
 

; Harvey Oswald by his broth- 
‘er, Robert L. Oswald with 

- wald’s -brother relates his 
’ memories of the assassin, and 
presents a disillusioned view 

-; everywhere. Robert generally 

| 

‘Kennedy assassination. « - 
/ Accessories. After the Fact. I 

| of hearings - ‘and exhibits, ‘ 

author ‘theorizes there were ( 
three shots, none of which 
missed. It should please 
critics..of.the Warren Report 
with challenges of some of 
the Warren’ theories and. 
questions about some other 
parts of. the commission’s 
report; 

Lee: A Portrait of Lee 

Myrick and Barbara Land. 
Coward-McCann, $5.95. Os- 

: Of his mother. It’s a straight- 
forward book which will 
disappoint the fringe theor- 
ists who see conspiracy 

accepts the Warren Report 
with one major. reservation. 
He has his..dou 

‘the. killer ot Lee | Harvey 
-Oswald is a‘ sordid story‘ with. 
no heroes. But the authors 
reject the theory that Ruby 
was a conspirator in the 
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Sylvia Meagher. Bobs 
Merrill. $8.50. Subtitled “The 
-Warren . Commission; the 
Authorities and the Report,” 
this book is scheduled for. 
Nov, 30. The author examines: 
the report and its 26 volumes ' 

charging “discrepancies, : 
distortions and misrepresen- 
tation” of ‘crucial points of. 
evidence to support a demand. 
for a new ‘investigation. She 
thinks: Oswald ‘may have been 

|. innocent. “fhe 


